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Laundry machines



Suitable for: Suitable for:

<T2

Bearings
T2>

<|3063003 |> BEAR IN G  6310 2RS <|3063013 |> BEAR IN G  6310 2Z
for Washing machine (AGA) 620/30 for Washing machine (DANUBE) GF23 - GF26

 for Washing machine (FAGOR) CLB160E - CLV160V  for Washing machine (GIRBAU) HS6017 - WR23 - WR26
 EWM-120 - EWM-160 - LB-120E - LB-160E  for Washing machine (GRANDIMPIANTI) GF23 - GF26
 for Washing machine (ZANUSSI) CLB160E - CLB160V  WR26
 EWM120 - EWM160 - LB110E - LB120E - LB160E  for Washing machine (IPSO) WFF135 - WFF150
 LB160V  WFF165 - WFF185 - WFF235 - WF135 - WF150
  WF165 - WF185 - WF235
  for Washing machine (MARENO) FM12 - FM18E - FM18G
  FM18V - FM8
  for Washing machine (POLIMATIC) FS16 - RS18 - RS22
  for Washing machine (PRIMUS) FS16 - RS18 - RS22
  for Washing machine (WHIRLPOOL) LWS160 - WACS17
  WAC17/23

    

MARENO  30011599  MARENO  30011599

<T2

Heating elements
T2>

<|3355064 |> HEATING  ELEM EN T 2200W  240V 410x35 m m <| |>

immersed length 410x35 mm
 flange 50x27 mm  
 for Washing machine (MARENO)  

    

MARENO  33610  

<T2

Outlet solenoid valves and accessories
T2>

<|3120052 |> SOLEN OID VA LVE D 137B07 ø  2" 230V <| |>

normally CLOSED
 max. temperature 100°C  
 max. pressure 0.15 bar  
 coil 220V.  50Hz  

    

MARENO  21502099  
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The data herewith contained may change without notice and LF SpA cannot be 

held responsible for possible errors stated or resulting by the use of this document.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced without written 

permission by LF SpA.
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